
LECTURE 1
29.7.14

Introduction

SHARED CULTURE 
their languages (ancient Greek & Latin) from same linguistic family
essentially same pantheistic religion

Zeus of Greeks = Jupiter of Romans
Roman culture deeply influenced by Greek models

Covers about 1000 years

CHRONOLOGICAL DETAILS
Starts with Homer

c.750 BCE
Greek world flourishing; Rome perhaps only just in existence
Homer was the start of Greek literature (although not start of Greek culture - ‘Mycenaean palace 
culture’ of the Bronze Age occurred much earlier up to c. 1200 BCE)

End up c. AD 200, Greece has been eclipsed by Rome
Rome governs huge Mediterranean empire 

GREECE
• Archaic Age: c.800 - 480 BCE - 320 years
• Classical Age: 480 - 323 BCE
• Hellenistic Age: 323 - 31 BCE

ROME
• Regal period: 753 - 510 BCE
• Republican period

early: 510 - 214 BCE
middle: 214 - 133 bCE
late: 133 - 31 BCE

• Principate: 31 BCE - AD 96
• Empire: AD 96 - 476 

Dates for cut-offs are tied to important events
-420 BCE: Persians invade Greece
-323 BCE: Alexander the Great dies
-31 BCE: Antony & Cleopatra defeated by Octavian (later called Augustus, first emperor of Rome)

Although ancient world did not change immediately and drastically due to these events, still usually divisions 

Multi choice quiz (identifying locations of key ancient sites; chronology of ancient world)
list of places: LMS assessments tab (instructions for practice quiz)
chronology: review today’s lecture & read C.W Hedrick,  Ancient History Monuments and Documents 
chapter 2

An introduction to the ancient world De Blois & van der spek

Ancient history monuments and documents Hedrick
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LECTURE 2
30.7.14

HOMER
earliest literary source of what Greek culture looked like

Extended similes repeated literary convention of ancient literary figures
Divine teacher of Greek civilisation - important figure in ancient world (taught Homer in rhetorical schools 
which shaped their outlook on the world) 
Educator of Greece 

Plato gives evidence to support this but also thinks his poetry is making the citizens immoral
For a well-ordered society people should not listen to the poetry according to Plato

HOMERIC QUESTIONS
When?
One author or many?
Iliad and Odyssey?
Oral or Written?
Performance or re-drafting?
 
HOMER ON HOMER
“THEIR SKILFUL BARD, WHOM THE MUSE LOVED MORE THAN OTHER MEN, THOUGH SHE GAVE HIM BOTH 
GOOD AND EVIL: SHE ROBBED HIM OF HIS SIGHT, BUT GIFTED HIM THE POWER OF SWEET SONG”

ORAL TRADITION AND EPIC CYCLES
Theogony (creation of the world)
Titonomachia (battles of the titans)
Theban Cycle (think of Oedipus)
Trojan War Cycle (Homer - and others)

Bards travelled around singing their stories - ORAL TRADITION
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Iliad

A story about the Trojan war (Ilion was the Greek word for Troy), centring on the exploits of the greatest Greek 
warrior, Achilles.
Covers only small part of ‘the Trojan war
“sing, goddess” - poems derived from oral tradition, religious themes/muses 

Odyssey

The story of Odysseus’ return from the war
“man of many turns” - traveled around the world & resourceful, intelligent man to fight his way (intelligence over brute 
strength - Odyssey compared to Iliad) 
Less realistic compared to the Iliad 

Two Great Latin Poets

• Vergil (70 -19 BCE)
• Aeneid (Romans descended from Trojan Aeneas - this hero fled Troy at its fall and settled in Italy; one of his 

descendants was Romulus, the actual founder of the city in legend

• Ovid (43 BCE - AD 17)
• Metamorphoses (Poetic survey of myth - encyclopaedic account of Greek myth based on the common motif of 

change of form, one of the most common ideas in these myths)



ORAL TRADITIONS AND UNITY
Iliad books 9-10 show signs of imperfect integration of different episodes
Embassy to Achilles in book 9 seems forgotten in later books
Odysseys eats dinner 3 times in one night
Iliad & Odyssey as we have them are too long for one nights entertainment 

MYCENAEAN ‘PALACE’ CULTURE

c. 1650-1250 BCE
large palace complexes in the Peloponnese and Central Greece

Mycenae
Tiryns
Pylons
Thebes

FEATURES OF MYCENAEAN CULTURE
Wealthy royal elites (rich grave goods; palaces)
Literate: write Greek using a script called Linear B

writing is for administrative purposes no literater as such
General picture: collapse in 12th Century BCE;  a ‘Dark Age’ ensues

period of small population centres; illiteracy

HOMER’S WORLD; THE 8TH CENTURY BCE
emergence of the polis (the Greek city-state)
population centres increasing in size
increased social homogeneity
rule of law
civic infrastructure: temples, meeting places, public offices 

EARLY ELEMENTS IN HOMER
Trojan war is supposed to take place in the late Mycenaean period (c. 1250 BCE)
Oral tradition allows for transmission of early material through the ‘gap’ of the Dark Age
Memory preserved through oral tradition is fluid and subject to re-imagining 

e.g Boar’s tusk helmet 

LATER ELEMENTS IN THE HOMERIC EPICS
Warfare in the Iliad focuses on combat between elite individuals
But Homer’s society saw the emergence of hoplite warfare (hoplin =shield) 

a hoplite shield-wall in the Iliad (warfare familiar to archaic society)

Example a: the competition ethos 
pursuit of Kleos (renown glory) though competition; striving for aerate

in war
in public speaking 

Achilles in Iliad “never now would he go to assemblies where men win glory, never more into battle”
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Periods of Greek History 

• Indo-European origins 
• Greek speakers arrive from about 2000

• 1600-1100 
• 1100-800
• 800-490
• 490-323
• 323-31

‘Mycenaean’ Bronze Age
Dark Age
Archaic Age
Classical Age
Hellenistic Age 



Agonistic culture post Homer
on display in the kouroi states put up as funerary monuments by elites int he archaic age 

Example b: civilised living in the polis
what it is to be Greek defined by what is unGreek in the Odyssey episode of the Cyclops

no polis
no laws
no agriculture
no understanding of the pleasure of wine in a social setting

BATTLE BETWEEN THE CIVILISED AND THE UNCIVILISED 

HOMER’S INVENTION OF CIVILISATION
rediscovery of writing in the Homeric age (emergence of the greek alphabet)

HISTORY STARTS IN GREECE WITH A POET, NOT A HISTORIAN.  MOST WRITTEN ACCOUNTS OF THE 
GREEK WORLD WIL BE HIGHLY LITERARY (CONSTRUCTED, ARTIFICIAL, SHAPED BY ARTISTIC 
CONCERNS)
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